
AT&G Datanet Ltd is a privately owned, independent firm that was founded in 1991. It was 

found to provide cable installation services to communication business system vendors. 

Their services are offered to both end-users and contractors; regardless of the demand or 

budget. They provide complete consultation and install wired and wireless solutions to fit all 

applications and business sectors, ranging from SMEs to major multi-site organizations.
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THE GROVE HOTEL

UNITED KINGDOM

SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION

The Grove Hotel is a notable part of the 

Bournemouth Hotels Group, located in the 

calm yet central area of Bournemouth, East 

Cliff. The Grove Hotel in Bournemouth is 1 

mile from Boscombe Beach and has 

benefited from significant improvements 

recently. This hotel has some of the greatest 

wheelchair and client access facilities in the 

UK. Its lovely conservatory and serene 

garden are aesthetically pleasing spots to 

spend some quality time. Other highlights of 

The Grove Hotel include 90 en-suite 

bedrooms with private facilities and a car 

parking space for guests.

The Challenge

Hotels require a comprehensive surveillance 

system to assure the safety of their 

premises, staff, and, most importantly, their 

customers. However, the most challenging 

aspect of working in a live hotel is ensuring 

that  none of  t he  work  creates  any 

interruption to its guests. As a result, a major 

challenge at The Grove Hotel was assuring 

that the amount of disruptive work done 

around the hotel was kept to a minimum and 

all the work to be done respectfully of such a 

beautiful building. It was critical to work 

safely in a live hotel since there was constant 

movement of customers checking in and out 

and enjoying their stay.

Today's hotel guests demand and deserve to 

be in a safe environment that has a 

professionally installed quality CCTV system. 

The Grove Hotel chose Eyenor as its brand of 

choice based on its ability to provide 

superior quality recorded footage both in the 

day and night scenarios. Another key factor 

was its user-friendly interface. As the system 

needs to be used by the reception and night 

staff, it needed to have an intuitive, friendly 

interface.

As with every installation, a thorough project 

plan was chalked out to take into account the 

working conditions, environments, and 

special health and safety requirements. This 

was executed closely with the help of the 

Hotels' IT Provider and Maintainer to ensure 

minimal risk to the hotel's IT systems and 

guest facilities. Norden specialist support 

tech team was on standby and able to dial in 

and remotely configure the system if 

required. Norden along with our partner, 

AT&G was able to realize the project needs 

with Eyenor Cameras, Eyenor Network Video 

Re co rd e r  ( N V R ),  a n d  E ye n o r  V i d e o 

Management System (VMS).

CLIENT INFORMATION
& CHALLENGES 

SOLUTION OF
DESIGN & INSTALLATION

Norden was able to understand the 

challenges of the project and offer an 

exclusive solution. We designed the camera 

locations according to the client's brief. We 

were able to complete the project on time 

and even provided the Video Management 

Soware which allowed The Grove Hotel to 

have a remote viewing on laptops, tablets 

and phones. Our MoonView cameras ensure 

that super clear images are received during 

the night. Norden was able to satisfy the 

client's needs and the project was testified as 

an absolute success.
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SOURCING A PARTNER

The Grove Hotel, Bournemouth, UK

IPCCTV CAMERAS, 
EYENOR NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER, 
EYENOR VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
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